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The human understanding is naturally right, and has within itself a strength sufficient to arrive at the knowledge of truth, and to distinguish it from error.

Burlamaqui, Principles of Natural Law

There are evolving in medicine a host of guidelines, algorithms, templates, and critical pathways. Each is a significant part of the Guidelines for Evaluation and Research in the Utstein Style, the Executive Summary of which was published in the last issue, and the complete work will be published as a Supplement to Volume 15 in 2000. Another template-like document is the lead article in this issue. The development of such patterns for the delivery or analysis of medical care is hailed by some who believe these documents provide organization out of chaos. Others object to the structure for the practice of resuscitology. They became a "standard" of practice: a "standard" is defined as a structure for the practice of resuscitology. They became a "standard" of practice: a "standard" is defined as an object or quality or measure serving as a basis or example or principle to which others conform or should conform or by which the accuracy or quality of others is judged. The importance of having standards is discussed in detail in the Continuing Education lesson in this issue. Were these standards an early example of evidence-based medicine? It is important to recognize that the process used for their development established the pattern used subsequently to evolve other medical standards. These standards resulted from a comprehensive review of the available literature by a panel of experts; where facts had been established, they were included; where facts did not exist or were disputed, the "facts" were tempered by the practice experiences of many, and the standards ultimately were agreed upon by consensus. What actually was published was a combination of fact and opinion. In essence, the "standards" were the amalgamation of quantitative and qualitative research.

It also is curious that in its subsequent publications, the AHA changed the title from "Standards" to "Guidelines." A guideline is defined as a principle or criterion guiding or directing action, or a statement of policy by a person or group having the authority. Thus, the AHA recognized that in fact, it had established standards for which it did not wish to be responsible legally. However, the use of these algorithms did not change with the name change.

These algorithms essentially constitute the first examples of critical pathways in our field. They represent what was considered by experts in our field as the "best" way to practice in a given set of circumstances given the current state of knowledge and experience. They served as excellent models upon which to base teaching. Ultimately, as new knowledge, experience, and evidence accumulated relative to these critical pathways, deviations from the pathways occurred. Often such deviations became integrated into a new set of revised standards. Thus, we learned that standards and critical pathways are not chiseled in stone, but must be evaluated continually and modified as new information accumulates. Critical pathways really represent a tool for the ongoing development of "standards" and definition and redefinition of facts. And this is the intent of the forthcoming "Guidelines".

Lastly, it is worthwhile to examine templates and their purpose. Templates are patterns that provide structure. Such was the intent in the development of the initial Utstein Templates. It was clear that the reporting of data derived from the study of victims of cardiac arrest was unpatterned and
hence, different studies could not be analyzed in a similar fashion. In order to establish a pattern for data collection and analysis that would lend itself to analysis of the "big picture", it was necessary to establish a minimum data set to be used universally in reporting studies of cardiac arrest. The template for reporting data from cardiac arrest was developed with the prodding of Tore Laerdal, by a group of recognized experts at the Utstein Abbey in Stavanger, Norway. Subsequently, this methodology of establishing patterns for reporting data that previously had been unstructured and defuse has been given the title of the "Utstein Style".

The templates presented in this issue for the reporting of data acquired from victims of major trauma establishes the basic structure necessary to make sense out of the plethora of data being collected. The same will hold for the development of research techniques and reporting of data regarding medical responses to disasters, and hopefully, for all disaster responses. Like standards, templates require continuous re-examination, and the data gathering instruments must be developed with flexibility in mind. But, once data collection begins in the formats suggested, it is not fruitful to change the structure. Therefore, it is essential that as the Templates are developed and implemented, great care be taken in selecting the structure. The development of computer databases to allow the analysis of large volumes of data is the next step. We all look forward to the initial development of these databases. In the disciplines of Emergency and Disaster Medicine, this is an essential step to the development of our specific science.

I urge your critical analysis of these guidelines, algorithms, critical pathways, and templates. They constitute evidence-based medicine and will form the standards of our practice. They should be gratefully accepted, and evaluated, and commented upon (input welcomed on the PDM website [http://pdm.medicine.wisc.edu]), and will evolve. Guidelines, algorithms, critical pathways, and templates are not the same. Each has a specific role. But, it only is through the use and development of such tools that our science will gain the respect it deserves.

Facts when combined with ideas, constitute the greatest force in the world. They are greater than armaments, greater than finance, greater than science, business, and law because they are the common denominator of all of them.

Carl W. Ackerman, 1931
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Editor’s Note: PDM welcomes the National Library of Medicine to indexing the science in PDM. It represents an important addition that will make PDM more accessible to researchers. PDM now is indexed by the National Library of Medicine (Medline), the Cumulative Index for Nursing and Allied Health Life Sciences (CINAHL), and Healthstar. In addition, comprehensive searches of PDM are available via the PDM website (http://pdm.medicine.wisc.edu). All of these indexing services provide access to the important information published in PDM, and each indexes back to our initial issues. Authors, please take note.